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Muon-spin relaxation (μ+SR) is a sensitive probe of magnetism, but its utility can be severely limited by the lack
of knowledge of the muon implantation site and the extent to which the muon perturbs its host. We demonstrate
systematically that these problems can be addressed accurately using electronic-structure calculations. We show
that diamagnetic muons introduce significant short-ranged distortions in ionic insulators that would lead to
systematic errors on magnetic moments determined by μ+SR, and quantify these. The F-μ-F complex formed
by muons in many fluorides can be understood as an exotic molecule-in-a-crystal defect with a zero-point energy
larger than that of any naturally occurring triatomic molecule.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.87.121108 PACS number(s): 76.75.+i, 71.15.Mb, 75.25.−j
Muon-spin relaxation (μ+SR) involves implanting spin-
polarized positive muons in a sample in order to probe the
local magnetic structure.1 μ+SR is an extremely sensitive
probe of magnetism2 but has two significant limitations. The
first concerns the lack of knowledge of the site of implantation
of the muon, which hinders the measurement of magnetic
moments using μ+SR. Second, the unknown extent of the
perturbation due to the muon of the local crystal and electronic
structure of the host has been the cause for increased concern
since μ+SR is frequently employed in the study of systems
that lie on the verge of ordering2–5 or where doping is a critical
parameter.6–8 Previous first-principles studies have focused
on the paramagnetic states formed by muons and protons
in semiconductors.9–11 Diamagnetic muon states (where the
contact hyperfine coupling is negligible) have received con-
siderably less attention, in spite of their greater utility in
the study of magnetic materials. Here we present a detailed
microscopic study based on density-functional theory (DFT)
of the dia- and paramagnetic muon states in a series of
fluorides, where detailed information about the geometry of the
diamagnetic muon site is experimentally accessible, enabling
an accurate comparison with first-principles predictions.
In host compounds containing fluorine, diamagnetic muons
can couple strongly to the fluoride ions often forming linear
F-μ-F complexes,12 although bent F-μ-F and F-μ geometries
have been shown to exist as well.13 The magnetic dipolar
coupling between muon and fluorine nuclear spin gives rise to
a signal that is sensitive to the geometry of the muon-fluorine
state, allowing an accurate experimental determination of the
muon’s local site geometry.12,13 In the series of nonmagnetic
ionic insulators LiF and NaF (rocksalt structure, a = 4.03 A˚
and 4.78 A˚), CaF2 and BaF2 (fluorite structure, a = 5.46 A˚ and
6.20 A˚), and for the antiferromagnetic insulator CoF2 (rutile-
type structure, a = 4.70 A˚ and c = 3.18 A˚), we demonstrate
the high accuracy with which quantitative information about
the muon both in the dia- and the paramagnetic state can be
obtained with DFT. We show that diamagnetic muons cause
significant short-ranged perturbations of the host, not limited
to the fluorides bound in the F-μ-F state (indeed the distortion
of the neighboring cations can exceed that of the fluorides).
This introduces systematic errors on magnetic moments in
ionic insulators determined by μ+SR, which we quantify. We
study the quantum behavior of the muon and the heavier proton
in both charge states.
The ab initio calculations were performed with the
QUANTUM ESPRESSO package.14 Unless indicated other-
wise, calculations were performed in a supercell containing
2 × 2 × 2 conventional unit cells. The charge state of the
muon was determined by the charge of the supercell (+1 for
diamagnetic and neutral for paramagnetic states). A muon
was placed in several randomly chosen low-symmetry sites
and all ions were allowed to relax until the forces on all
ions and the energy change had fallen below a convergence
threshold.15
We first discuss the equilibrium geometries of the muon
states obtained from our calculations, shown in Fig. 1. Our
results predict the formation of diamagnetic linear F-μ-F states
in all of the compounds of this series. This is in agreement with
previous experimental data for nonmagnetic LiF, NaF, CaF2,
and BaF2.12 The calculated and experimentally measured bond
lengths are tabulated in Table I. Our calculated bond lengths are
in all cases within 3% of the experimental values demonstrat-
ing the high level of accuracy of these results. We have found no
evidence for any other stable diamagnetic states in this series.
For CoF2 a detailed experimental study16 has determined the
muon site to be the octahedral 12 00 site, in agreement with our
calculations, although no experimental reports of an F-μ-F
state exist. In that experiment,16,17 the paramagnetic region,
where a potential F-μ-F signal would be present, was studied
only under an applied magnetic field, impeding the observation
of a potential F-μ-F signal. Following our first-principles
results, we have therefore searched for experimental signatures
of an F-μ-F state in CoF2 in zero applied field. We have found
unambiguous experimental evidence15 for a symmetric, linear
F-μ-F state with a fluoride-fluoride separation of 2.43(2) A˚,
in good agreement with our calculated value of 2.36 A˚. These
results demonstrate that DFT is a powerful tool for determining
diamagnetic muon sites.
Using a supercell approach, we can also quantify the extent
of the perturbation of the implanted muon on its host. The
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(e) + in CoF2 (f) Muonium in CoF2
(c) + in CaF2/BaF2 (d) Muonium in CaF2/BaF2
(a) + in LiF/NaF (b) Muonium in LiF/NaF
FIG. 1. (Color online) Calculated equilibrium geometries of dia-
and paramagnetic muon states in LiF/NaF (Li/Na blue, F green),
CaF2/BaF2 (Ca/Ba red), and CoF2 (Co magenta). Translucent spheres
represent the equilibrium ionic positions before the muon (brown) is
introduced into the crystal. Black lines are a guide to the eye. The
c axis is vertical.
calculated structures (Fig. 1) allow us to study the radial
displacements of the ions as a function of their unperturbed
distance from the muon site (Fig. 2). The calculated displace-
ments demonstrate that the muon’s perturbation is large but
short ranged. While it is known that the perturbation of the
fluoride ions must be significant based on the experimentally
measured F-μ bond lengths of the F-μ-F states found in many
fluorides,12,13 we can now quantify the perturbation of the
cations as well. Since localized magnetic moments would be
located on the cation, the cation displacements are particularly
pertinent to understanding the effect of the muon’s perturbation
on experimentally measured μ+SR spectra discussed below.
Our results show that in LiF, CaF2, and BaF2 the perturbation
of the nearest neighbor (n.n.) cations even exceeds those
of the fluoride ions bound in the F-μ-F state. At short
distances the direct Coulomb interaction between the muon
and the surrounding ions dominates over the elastic interaction
transmitted through the lattice. We therefore expect similar
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The radial displacements of the ions as
a function of their distance from the muon site in the unperturbed
crystal. Cation (black circle), fluoride (blue square). For all com-
pounds the displacements are well converged already on a 2 × 2 × 2
supercell but for LiF and CoF2 the F-μ-F displacements are shown
for larger cells.
distortions to be present in any ionic insulator, regardless of
whether it contains fluoride ions or not. Indeed we believe
that the formation of the F-μ-F state somewhat mitigates the
n.n. cation distortions due to the attraction of negative charge
density towards the muon. At short distances all displacements
are radially in- or outwards from the muon due to the symmetry
of the site. Beyond the n.n. shell, elastic interactions cause
some nonradial displacement.
We have also investigated the effect that the muon has
on the magnetic moments of the surrounding ions. In this
121108-2
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series only CoF2 is magnetic. The spin-only moment was
estimated from a Lo¨wdin population analysis to be 2.68μB
per Co ion. This compares with a total moment of 2.60(4)μB
measured with powder neutron diffraction21 and a spin-only
moment of 2.21(2)μB determined from high-energy photon
diffraction.22 We find the largest perturbation of the Co
spin-only moment due to the presence of the diamagnetic
muon to be about ±0.5% and therefore negligible. We believe
that the perturbation of the total moment will be similar
and therefore have a negligible effect on experimental μ+SR
spectra.15
In a μ+SR experiment, a muon at position rμ couples to the
dipolar field15 Bdip(rμ) of the host’s magnetic moments. There
is negligible contact hyperfine coupling for the diamagnetic
F-μ-F muons, so in CoF2 the F-μ-F muons only probe Bdip(rμ),
which we have calculated for both an unperturbed crystal
and an aperiodic perturbed crystal (simulating the presence
of the muon).15 The perturbation of the magnetic moments
has been neglected. Our calculations predict a reduction
of the dipolar field at the muon site by 21.4% (2 × 2 × 2
supercell), 23.6% (3 × 2 × 3 supercell), and 23.9% (4 × 2 × 2
supercell). Experimentally the dipolar coupling is measured to
be 16% lower16 than expected from a Co moment of 2.64μB.
This is in reasonable agreement with our prediction and
demonstrates that relaxed geometries obtained from DFT are
suitable for calculating corrections to expected dipolar fields
and hence magnetic moments measured by μ+SR. Note that
the perturbation of the n.n. cations in CoF2 is fairly moderate
in comparison with the other compounds in this series (Fig. 2).
Nonetheless the n.n. cation displacements in CoF2 have a
significant effect on the calculated dipolar coupling due to the
short-ranged nature of the dipolar interaction.15 This illustrates
that in ionic insulators the muon’s perturbation cannot be
neglected if magnetic moments are to be measured accurately
by μ+SR. In more covalent compounds we expect the μ+
charge to be more screened and so structural distortions are
probably smaller.
All of the results above are valid for a positive muon,
a proton, or a deuteron defect and are “classical” in the
sense that they do not take account of zero-point effects
due to the small muon mass (mμ ≈ mp/9). We have used
density-functional perturbation theory23 (DFPT) to calculate
the vibrational properties of the F-μ-F system in the solid
and in vacuum (Table I). In vacuum the linear (F-μ-F)−
anion has four vibrational modes: symmetric stretch, bending
(twofold degenerate), and asymmetric stretch. In the solid the
twofold degeneracy of the bending mode is broken due to the
symmetry of the site: in LiF, NaF, CaF2, and BaF2 there are
two fundamentally inequivalent directions of bending; one is
towards a neighboring cation and is shifted up in frequency
while the other direction is into a “gap” in the crystal structure
and is shifted down in frequency. The asymmetric stretch is
very similar to its vacuum value except in CaF2, where the
small bond length leads to a larger value. In CaF2, BaF2, and
CoF2 all F-μ-F modes are highly localized and decouple from
the lattice modes. The decoupling of the vibrational modes of
the linear F-μ-F system illustrates that it may be viewed as a
molecule-in-a-crystal defect similar to the VK center found in
the alkali halides.24 In LiF and NaF the symmetric stretch mode
mixes with the lattice modes so this analogy is slightly less
TABLE I. Calculated (DFT) and experimental (exp) properties of
the diamagnetic F-μ-F states in solid and vacuum, and of the (FHF)−
molecular ion in vacuum. r (A˚) is the muon-fluoride bond length, ν
is the frequency (cm−1) of the symmetric stretch (SS), asymmetric
stretch (AS), and bending (B) mode, and ZPE is the zero-point energy
(eV). aOur calculation. bExperimental data (Ref. 19). cRef. 20 reports
1377 cm−1.
2rDFT 2rexp νSS νB νB νAS ZPE
(FHF)−a 2.36 2.28 581 1289 1289 1611 0.30
(FHF)−b 2.28 583 1286 1286 1331c 0.28
(F-μ-F)− 2.36 581 3797 3797 4748 0.80
LiF 2.3418 2.36(2)12 2825 4603 4881 0.76
NaF 2.35 2.38(1)12 3071 4363 4813 0.76
CaF2 2.31 2.34(2)12 649 2737 4481 5446 0.83
BaF2 2.33 2.37(2)12 613 3033 4130 4974 0.79
CoF2 2.36 2.43(2) 585 3076 3473 4570 0.73
apposite. From the frequencies of the decoupled vibrational
modes we have estimated the zero-point energy (ZPE) of the
system (in the harmonic approximation). The muon-fluoride
(or hydrogen-fluoride) bond is the strongest known hydrogen
bond in nature.25 Combined with the small mass of the muon
this leads to the exceptionally large ZPE of the F-μ-F center
of 0.80 eV in vacuum, which is larger than the ZPE of any
natural triatomic molecule (the ZPEs of H2O and H+3 are 0.56
and 0.54 eV, respectively26). This demonstrates the importance
of quantum effects in muon localization.
We now discuss the properties of the neutral muonium (Mu)
state in this series. The calculated equilibrium geometries
are shown in Fig. 1. Since the muon charge is screened by
an electron, the Mu site is fundamentally different to the
diamagnetic site. In LiF and NaF, Mu occupies the octahedral
interstitial site. An interstitial site was previously suggested
based on the observed hyperfine coupling.27 In CaF2 and BaF2,
Mu occupies the octahedral cation-cation centered site; the
fluoride-fluoride centered octahedral site is unstable. In CoF2
we find a single Mu site in a nearly octahedral position at
approximately (0.56, 0.84, 0.50), distorted by the neighboring
fluoride. Figure 2 shows the radial displacements of the ions
from the Mu defect. Due to the screening effect of the Mu
electron, the displacements are generally much smaller than
for the diamagnetic μ+. In LiF, NaF, CaF2, and BaF2 the
displacements of the n.n. ions are again along the radial
direction due to the symmetry of the Mu site and the ions
are only displaced away from the Mu. In CoF2 the symmetry
of the Mu site is lower, leading to small displacements in the
tangential direction, even for the n.n. shell, through elastic
interactions with the lattice. These are also the likely cause
for the effective attraction of some ions despite the neutral
charge state of Mu. All of this also applies to neutral interstitial
hydrogen H0i .
The paramagnetic state is experimentally characterized
by the (dipolar and contact) hyperfine coupling between the
muon (proton) spin and the surrounding spin density. For all
paramagnetic states above, except the one in CoF2, the dipolar
coupling cancels by symmetry. Unlike in the diamagnetic
case, the n.n. Co spin-only moment is significantly perturbed
121108-3
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TABLE II. Calculated and experimental contact hyperfine cou-
plings (MHz) and zero-point energies E (eV) of Mu and H defects.
A: “classical” hyperfine coupling; 〈A〉: quantum corrected value using
the harmonic approximation (HA), by solving the full Schro¨dinger
equation using finite differences (FD). The ratio of EHA for the Mu
and H modes is close to
√
mp/mμ ≈ 3 indicating highly localized
modes. aMeasured (Ref. 33) to be 0.12 eV at 100 K. bWhile no
experimental value Aexp has been reported for CoF2, a total coupling
of 1280 MHz has been measured (Ref. 34) in MnF2. The dipolar
coupling (without quantum correction) in CoF2 is ≈ 71 MHz (0.52 T
along c) and adds to the contact term.
A EHA 〈A〉HA EFD 〈A〉FD Aexp
Vac. Mu 4711 4463
H0i 1480 1420
LiF Mu 4368 0.50 4256 0.51 4238 458427
H0i 1372 0.18 1361 0.17 1360 140028
NaF Mu 4389 0.38 4293 0.42 4208 464227
H0i 1379 0.13 1371 0.14 1367 150029
CaF2 Mu 4610 0.31 4564 0.33 4564 447930
H0i 1448 0.10a 1440 0.10 1440 146431
BaF2 Mu 4605 0.20 4560 0.23 4565
H0i 1447 0.07 1440 0.07 1440 142432
CoF2 Mu 1281 0.62 1397 0.59 1535 b
H0i 403 0.21 420 0.20 441
(−25%) by the presence of the Mu. The estimate of the dipolar
coupling assumes that the relative perturbation of the total
moment is also −25% and takes account of crystallographic
distortions.15 The contact hyperfine coupling A is related to
the unpaired spin density ρ(rn) at the muon/proton position rn
via A = 2μ03 γeγnρ(rn), where γe is the electron gyromagnetic
ratio and γn is the muon/proton gyromagnetic ratio. The spin
density was obtained using the projector-augmented wave
reconstruction method35 and the resulting contact hyperfine
couplings are shown in Table II. However, due to the ZPE of
the defect, the defect wave function has a finite spread leading
to a quantum correction to the hyperfine coupling. This has
been previously studied in Si, Ge, and diamond.10,11 Although
a complete treatment would involve a parametrization of
the full three-dimensional contact hyperfine coupling and
potential energy surface to calculate the three-dimensional
wave function,10 we obtain an estimate of this correction as
follows. The vibrational modes of the defect were calculated
using DFPT and the potential energy and hyperfine coupling
were calculated along the direction of the eigenmodes. Since
the eigenmodes are mutually perpendicular, the motion along
the three modes decouples and the wave function factorizes.
We have then calculated the Mu and H0i wave functions in
two ways. The first is an anisotropic harmonic approximation
where the wave function along each mode is the ground-state
wave function of the harmonic oscillator with the frequency ω
given by the calculated vibrational frequency. Inspection of the
potential energy surface has revealed significant anharmonic
terms along some directions in some of the compounds.15
We have therefore also solved the full Schro¨dinger equation
along the calculated mode directions using a finite-differences
method. From the calculated contact hyperfine couplings A(r)
and the Mu/H0i wave function ψ(r), we have obtained the
estimated quantum correction 〈A〉 from 〈A〉 =
∫
r2dr|ψ(r)|2A(r)∫
r2dr|ψ(r)|2 .
The calculated couplings A(r) and wave function ψ(r) are
weighted by r2 to obtain an approximate three-dimensional
average. This approximation is accurate so long as ψ(r)
and A(r) are approximately spherically symmetric between
neighboring points on the integration grid. Since the average
is taken over three mutually perpendicular directions, we
expect this to be a reasonable approximation. The quantum
corrections are also tabulated in Table II. Note that this
correction is smaller for the heavier H0i . Our estimates are
within 10% of the experimental value for LiF and NaF, the
same level of accuracy as previous calculations in Si, Ge, and
diamond,10,11 and within 2% of the experimental value for
CaF2.
There has been considerable interest recently in identifying
muon sites by locating the minima of the electrostatic potential
of the unperturbed host.36–40 We have therefore compared the
muons sites in this series with the location of the minima
of the electrostatic potential of the unperturbed solid, and
have found that these do not generally coincide.15,18 In the
diamagnetic case this is primarily due to the formation of the
molecular F-μ-F state. While interstitial Mu interacts more
weakly with the host due to the screening by the Mu electron,
this screening also makes Mu less sensitive to the host’s
electrostatic potential and the Mu site is mainly determined
by the space required to accommodate the Mu electron. All
of the compounds studied here are very ionic in character and
the μ+-lattice interaction is therefore expected to be stronger
than in more covalent insulators or metals (where the μ+
charge would at least be partially screened). Nonetheless we
expect the combination of this screening (where operative),
the muon-lattice interaction, and the muon’s exceptionally
large zero-point energy to frequently lead to muon localization
away from the minima of the electrostatic potential of the
unperturbed host. We therefore believe that muon sites cannot
be determined reliably on the basis of the electrostatic potential
alone.
In conclusion we have demonstrated systematically how
DFT can be used to comprehensively address the two most
fundamental limitations of the μ+SR technique: the problem
of the unknown muon site and the perturbation exerted by the
muon on its host. We note that the detailed understanding of the
nature of the muon’s state in solids is relevant beyond the field
of μ+SR since the muon acts as a light analog of hydrogen,
which is a ubiquitous impurity in all technologically important
semiconductors, where it strongly affects the electronic and
structural properties of the material.41
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